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        ATS ARMOR NEWS AND EVENTS

		Happy Holidays - Offices Closed 12/23 - 1/1
	RANGE DEMO - Pratt, KS - Tuesday, June 13th, 2017
	NEW NIJ Labeling Requirements
	RANGE DEMO - Yuma, AZ - Monday - 02/27/17
	RANGE DEMO - Frederick, MD - Wednesday 01/04/2017


    

    
      Who We Are

      ATS Armor™ blends over 100 years of business, law enforcement and tactical expertise into a culture that is unique to the armor industry.  We specialize in the design and manufacture of advanced hard armor plates that exceed NIJ 0101.06 certification standards. Our plates are multi-shot capable, provide edge-to-edge protection and include a patented QuadCurve™ shape for added safety and comfort. We use only the most sophisticated ballistic materials and technologies to produce armor plates that are lighter, stronger and safer. Our plan to accept Bitcoin as a payment method for these products is in progress. So we can reach an extensive customer base. Since there are many trading platforms like immediate bitcoin software, it has become much easier to trade Bitcoin with a high success rate.

Read more

    

  
 



  
    
      
      Hard Armor Plates

CERTIFIED | SPECIAL THREAT TESTED
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          Advanced Technology

ATS Armor ballistic plates are designed through a rigorous scientific approach referred to as EDMA℠: Electronic Design Mechanical Analysis. Our lifesaving protections are developed with NIJ laboratory and special threat testing, from the onset of design. The use of EDMA allows efficiencies in research and development, yielding superior ballistic designs.

          

           



        

        
           



          
          Multi-Shot Capable

Our plates are all multi-shot rated to defend against higher capacity, rapid fire weapons. We use a proprietary manufacturing process that allows our ceramic to break up armor piercing rounds without compromising the surrounding plate. With the ceramic still intact, our ballistic plates can withstand multiple shots. Our process also enables us to extend the ceramic to the edge of the plate for complete edge-to-edge protection.

          

        

        
          
          Ergonomic QuadCurve™ Design

A unique feature of our lightweight, standalone, hard armor plates is our patented QuadCurve design. The four curves provide an ergonomic fit and increase the wear-side contact with the body. This allows the plate to be used on either the front or back of your torso. This additional contact allows the energy from the bullet impact to be distributed over a greater area of the wear side of the plate. The increased dispersion of energy reduces the likelihood or severity of kinetic energy related injuries, for a safer and more comfortable body armor plate.
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            ATS Armor, LLC

            7432 E Tierra Buena Ln, Ste 101

            Scottsdale, AZ 85260

            Phone: +1.602.344.9337

            Fax: +1.602.344.9443
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